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APPETIZERS

Stimulate your appetite with juicy facts and figures.

New Mexico Restaurants
Locations – 3,290
Employees –90,600 - 11% of employment in the state in 2017 
Industry Sales (as forecast) – $3.4 billion
Projected job growth by 2027 – 9.3% increase
Industry-generated Gross Receipts Tax - $216 million

National Restaurants
Locations – 1 Million+
Employees –14.7 Million 
2017 Industry Sales (as forecast) – $798 billion
NMRA Contacts

Carol Wight, CEO 
505-343-9848, 505-250-2911 (cell) or 800-432-0740
executive@nmrestaurants.org

Allison Kuper Smith, Lobbyist 
575-644-4609
aklobby@gmail.com

BEVERAGES

Served on the rocks or with a helping of heavy 
taxes on New Mexicans.

Liquor or Soft Drink Excise Taxes Oppose

On behalf of its membership, NMRA will oppose liquor or soft 
drink excise taxes. These are taxes placed on liquor or soft 
drinks at the manufacturer or wholesale level, which in essence 
constitute hidden fees on New Mexicans that are regressive and 
create pyramiding taxation. New Mexicans already pay among 
the highest liquor taxes in the nation.

Local Option Liquor Tax Increase Oppose

NMRA opposes legislation that would allow counties to impose 
additional liquor taxes if supported by a local option election. The 
liquor excise tax already collected is among the highest tax of its 
kind in the nation. New Mexico counties  receive a generous 
portion of the funds collected from the state liquor excise tax.

Liquor Tax Percentage Allocation Increase Support

NMRA supported the liquor excise tax increase in 1994 to be 
used for DWI prevention and treatment programs. Currently 
only 34.57% of the liquor excise tax presently being collected is 
going to prevention and treatment programs. We support 
additional allocations from this fund going to these programs. 
We do not support additional taxes.

ENTRÉES

Increased Funding for Tourism Advertising 

Support

All entrées are served with a healthy portion of New Mexico 
Restaurant Association initiatives.

Uniformity in Employment Law 

Support

Regulatory Reform Support

NMRA supports legislation that provides for a consistent, 
transparent and predictable regulatory system that protects New 
Mexicans, fosters a good business climate and encourages job 
growth and development.

Workers Compensation Changes Support

NMRA supports changes that maintain the proper checks and 
balances in the Workers Compensation System and opposes any 
effort to erode the checks and balances.

NMRA supports legislation to keep authority for employment 
practices at the state or federal level. Businesses are already 
subject to state and federal employment laws and audits. 
Municipalities that pass employment laws have to create 
additional enforcement and auditing capabilities thus creating an 
additional burden on businesses and employees. It makes sense to 
have this authority vested with the state or federal government. 
This also maintains a level playing field across political 
subdivisions and removes confusion for businesses operating in 
multiple locations around the state.

We support investing in tourism marketing to bring in new 
dollars, to create new jobs and to showcase our beautiful state. The 
New Mexico Tourism Department has clearly demonstrated that 
money spent on marketing New Mexico outside the state has huge 
benefits for the state’s economy. For every $1 spent in tourism 
advertising, we see $3 in state and local taxes and over $30 spent in 
local economies. 3,000 new jobs were created in the leisure and 
hospitality sector.

DESSERT

Restaurants give back. 90% of restaurant operators 
said their restaurant supports charities:

85 PERCENT GIVE FOOD

79 PERCENT DONATE CASH

40 PERCENT PROVIDE 
SPACE FOR EVENTS
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ALBUQUERQUE
With no benefits or benefits under $2500:

•  Minimum Wage: $8.95 
•  Tipped Employee Wage: $5.35 plus tips equal $8.95 or more 

With benefits over $2500:
• Minimum Wage: $7.95
• Tipped Employee Wage: $5.35 plus tips equal $7.85 or more 

BERNALILLO COUNTY
With no benefits or benefits under $2500:

• Minimum Wage: $8.85
•  Tipped Employee Wage: $2.13 plus tips equal $8.85 or more

With benefits over $2500:
(see County Wage Ordinance) 

SANTA FE COUNTY
Minimum Wage: $11.09; may increase 3/1/2018
Tipped Employee Wage: $3.32 plus tips equal $11.09 or more; 
may increase 3/1/2018

SANTA FE
Minimum Wage: $11.09; may increase 3/1/2018
Tipped Employee Wage: $2.13 plus tips equal to $11.09 or more; 
may increase 3/1/2018

LAS CRUCES

Minimum Wage: $9.20
Tipped Employee Wage: $3.68 plus tips equal $9.20 or more; 
possible increases every January 1 through 2019.

Icon denotes legislation that will be monitored and votes 
recorded for NMRA’s MEAL score. MEAL stands for 
Motivate, Educate, Advocate, Legislate. The MEAL score is 
NMRA’s tool to evaluate how legislators react to NMRA 
issues. NMRA started tracking votes in order to develop a 
score that would assist NMRA and its members in  
quantifying legislative support for their issues.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Minimum Wage: $7.50 
Tipped Employee Wage: $2.13 plus tips equal $7.50 or more

FEDERAL

Minimum Wage: $7.25
Tipped Employee Wage: $2.13 plus tips equal $7.25 or more

Minimum Wage Statistics

What minimum wage do I pay if I 
have a restaurant in Santa Fe?

 It´s complicated. Depending on your location, you could 
be subject to wage laws of the city of Santa Fe, Santa Fe 
County, or state or federal wages. If you have multiple 
locations, it´s even more confusing.

Why is this so confusing?
New Mexico has 7 different minimum wage rates. With 
much confusion surrounding the rates, the date the CPI 
increases go into effect, which rate applies to which 
businesses, what the tipped rate is in each jurisdiction 
and if the ordinance is silent on a particular detail. It´s 
unclear which jurisdiction is responsible for 
enforcement.

?
 SPECIALS
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Prepared with the finest intentions, here’s the latest food for 
thought.

Minimum Wage Reasonable

Because restaurants provide many first job opportunities 
(one in three American’s get their first job in restaurants), our 
industry is hardest hit when minimum wages increase. Therefore 
we advocate for reasonable increases that will not place jobs and 
businesses in jeopardy. Minimum wage increases are especially 
difficult for small businesses to absorb. We ask that the 
legislature keep this in mind when considering an increase.

Right to Work Support
Membership in a business organization is voluntary. Organized 
labor union membership should be voluntary as well.  No  
employee should be required to join a union as a condition of 
employment, which subjects them to full union dues and to 
union rules and fines.

Activist groups often misleadingly point to the $2.13 tipped 
wage supplement and claim that tipped employees earn less than 
the minimum wage. This isn’t true: Tipped employees are 
guaranteed to earn at least the minimum wage and typically earn 
much more. Census Bureau data show that the average hourly 
wage for a restaurant employee earning tip income is $13.08, 
with top earners bringing in $24 an hour or more. Keep tipped 
jobs by supporting tipped wages. 

Tipped Wage  Support            

Did you know?
Tipped employees report earning above $13.00 on average in 
states with a $2.13 tipped wage. This $13.00 average stays 
consistent even allowing for inflation.



RESTAURANT PHONE

Visit these NMRA Member Restaurants and Hotels in Santa Fe




